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Communication Systems in the 2.6 GHz Band in Cross‐Border Areas

1 Introduction
The European commission decided to allocate the frequency band 2500 MHz – 2690 MHz for
wireless communication services in a technology neutral and service neutral way, [1]. Several
different radio technologies compete with each other for operation in the 2.6 GHz band. Based on
our knowledge following technologies within the international mobile telecommunications (IMT)‐
family will use this frequency band with high probability:
!

UMTS/HSPA (frequency‐division duplex (FDD))

!

LTE (FDD)

!

WiMAX, OFDMA (time‐division duplex (TDD))

The assigned frequency blocks are in multiple of 5 MHz, [1]. The duplex spacing for FDD operation is
120 MHz with a frequency band of 2500 MHz – 2570 MHz for the uplink and 2620 MHz – 2690 MHz
for the downlink. TDD operation is allocated in the frequency band 2570 MHz – 2620 MHz. Under
certain circumstances TDD is also allowed to operate in the 2500 MHz – 2570 MHz and 2620 MHz –
2690 MHz frequency bands.
The operation of different technologies in the 2.6 GHz band makes it necessary to rethink about the
coordination of communication systems in cross‐border areas. Current recommendations for border
coordination, e.g. [2], are only applicable if the same technology is operating in the neighbouring
countries. For the 2.6 GHz band a technology‐neutral method has to be found. In this document we
propose a technology‐neutral approach based on equal access probability. This method, using the
capacity as measure, enables systems in neighbouring countries to operate with the same gross data
rate in the border area. With this approach we just have to distinguish between FDD and TDD
operation.
In Sec. 2 new field strength limits at the cross‐border are derived for the equal access approach.
These limits are also validated in this section with specific link budgets and a simple pathloss model.
Further the field strength limits for the case of UMTS using preferential codes in the 2.6 GHz band are
derived. In Sec. 3 we validate the practicability of the derived field strength limits, based on the equal
access approach, by simulations of mobile communications networks in neighbouring countries for
LTE. Therefore we chose two border scenarios, one two‐country case Austria‐Slovakia and one three‐
country case Austria‐Switzerland‐Germany, using real topographical data.
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2 Analytical Investigations of CrossBorder Coordination
In this section we investigate new field strength limits for communication systems in the 2.6 GHz
band. As basis for this investigation we use the equal access approach mentioned in [3]. For this
equal access approach we distinguish between different duplex modes, TDD and FDD. We consider
all four possible combinations of these modes in Sec. 2.1. A validation of the derived field strength
limits especially for UMTS/HSPA and LTE‐Advanced using the pathloss COST‐Hata model, [4], is
presented in Sec. 2.2. For UMTS there exists a border coordination for preferential codes, [2], for the
2.1 GHz band. In Sec. 2.3 we use the limits from [2], in order to calculate new field strength limits for
the 2.6 GHz band in the case using preferential codes.

2.1 Equal Access Approach
A detailed explanation of the equal access approach can be found in [5].

2.1.1 Case FDD – FDD
This investigation is explained in a separate document, [5]. Table 1 shows the field strength limits at
the border and at the secondary line at 5 km beyond the border in a reference bandwidth of 5 MHz.
This bandwidth of 5 MHz is chosen, because this is also the smallest aligned frequency block,
mentioned in [1]. Both limits, at the border and at the secondary line have to be kept.
Field strength limit at border
height 3 m

Field strength limit at secondary line (5 km)
height 3 m

65 dB"V/m

39 dB"V/m

Table 1: Field strength limits for the FDD‐FDD case

2.1.2 Case TDD – FDD
In this case the TDD system is interfering the FDD system, i.e. the FDD system is providing the wanted
signal. We have to distinguish between two scenarios:
!

The TDD system is operating in the upper frequency band of the FDD system (downlink band,
2620 MHz – 2690 MHz)

!

The TDD system is operating in the lower frequency band of the FDD system (uplink band,
2500 MHz – 2570 MHz)

TDD system in the upper frequency band of the FDD system:
In this case the TDD base station is interfering the FDD mobile station. This is the same scenario as in
the FDD‐FDD case. Therefore we recommend the same field strength limits of 65 dB"V/m in a height
of 3 m at the border and 39 dB"V/m in a height of 3 m on a secondary line, 5 km beyond the border,
as proposed in [5]. These field strength limits are valid for the TDD base station and are summarised
in Table 2.
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Field strength limit at border
height 3 m

Field strength limit at secondary line (5 km)
height 3 m

65 dB"V/m

39 dB"V/m

Table 2: Field strength limits for the TDD‐FDD case (TDD system in the upper frequency band)

TDD system in the lower frequency band of the FDD system:
In this case the TDD base station is interfering the FDD base station. Since the base station has a
different antenna gain and height compared to the mobile station we have to recalculate the field
strength limits. We follow the approach in [3], where a base station antenna gain of 15 dBi is
proposed and the base station height is assumed with 30 m. Considering the propagation curves in
[6] the difference of the signal level between a height of 30 m and 3 m is 20 dB. This means for the
test point in a height of 3 m we have to subtract 35 dB (15 dBi + 20 dB) from the field strength limits
calculated in [5]. Therefore we get a new field strength limit at the border of
65 dB"V/m – 35 dB = 30 dB"V/m.
Since this value is already below the thermal noise level, it is not necessary to set also a field strength
limit at the secondary line of 5 km. This field strength limit is very small and difficult to measure.
Therefore we follow the common approach to consider a field strength limit in a height of 10 m. As
proposed in [3] we add 8 dB, in order to get the field strength limit in a height of 10 m from the limit
in 3 m height. The new field strength limit in a height of 10 m is
30 dB"V/m + 8 dB = 38 dB"V/m.
This field strength limit is summarized in Table 3.
Field strength limit at border
height 10 m

Field strength limit at secondary line (5 km)
height 3 m

38 dB"V/m

‐

Table 3: Field strength limits for the TDD‐FDD case (TDD system in the lower frequency band)

2.1.3 Case FDD – TDD
In this case the FDD base station is acting as the interferer and the TDD base station is providing the
wanted signal. As mentioned in [1] there is the possibility that the TDD system is operating in the
FDD frequency band. Since in this case the FDD system should not be discriminated because of a TDD
system in the neighbouring country, we propose the same field strength limits as in the FDD‐FDD
case. A further reason for keeping the same field strength limits as in the FDD‐FDD case is that when
a network is set up in one country, it is maybe not decided, which technology will operate in the
neighbouring country. This information is necessary for the planning of the network. With the same
limits in the FDD‐FDD case and FDD‐TDD case, it is unique that for the FDD system the field strength
limits in Table 4 are valid.
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Field strength limit at border
height 3 m

Field strength limit at secondary line (5 km)
height 3 m

65 dB"V/m

39 dB"V/m

Table 4: Field strength limits for the FDD‐TDD case

2.1.4 Case TDD – TDD
There exists a report with an investigation of this scenario for the WiMAX forum. The field strength
limits in a height of 3 m at the border are taken from this investigation, [7]. The proposed limit of 30
dB"V/m for two TDD systems without synchronisation and without coordinated cross‐border
fractional frequency re‐use is already below the noise level. Therefore it is not necessary to set a
further limit at the secondary line. As mentioned in Sec. 2.1.2 such a small field strength is very
difficult to measure. Therefore we add a height correction factor of 8 dB, in order to get the field
strength limit in a height of 10 m
30 dB"V/m + 8 dB = 38 dB"V/m.
Fractional frequency re‐use is possible for WiMAX, because it is an OFDMA system. Fractional
frequency re‐use in this sense means that on the edge of a cell, only a subset of the subcarriers is
used. In the centre of the cell all subcarriers are used. With this configuration it is possible that two
neighbouring cells from different networks in neighbouring countries are using different subsets of
the subcarriers. For the two TDD configurations with synchronisation and with coordinated cross‐
border fractional frequency re‐use we set the field strength limits at the secondary line equal to the
noise level, as in the FDD‐FDD case. This level is 39 dB"V/m in a height of 3 m. Table 5 summarises
the proposed field strength limits from [7].
System configuration

Field strength limit at border

Field strength limit at
secondary line (5 km)
height 3 m

TDD ‐ TDD1)

38 dB"V/m (10 m height)

‐

TDD ‐ TDD2)

58 dB"V/m (3 m height)

39 dB"V/m

TDD ‐ TDD3)

65 dB"V/m (3 m height)

39 dB"V/m

Table 5: Field strength limits for the TDD ‐ TDD case
1)
without synchronisation and without coordinated cross‐border fractional frequency re‐use
2)
with synchronisation
3)
with coordinated cross‐border fractional frequency re‐use: with preferred sub‐carriers

2.1.5 Field Strength Limits with Equal Access Approach: Summary
Table 6 summarises the field strength limits for all possible system configurations in a reference
bandwidth of 5 MHz.
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Interferer

Victim

Field strength limit
at border

Field strength limit
at secondary line (5 km)

FDD

FDD

65 dB"V/m (3 m height)

39 dB"V/m (3 m)

TDD1)

FDD

65 dB"V/m (3 m height)

39 dB"V/m (3 m)

TDD2)

FDD

38 dB"V/m (10 m height)

‐

FDD

TDD

65 dB"V/m (3 m height)

39 dB"V/m (3 m)

TDD3)

TDD3)

38 dB"V/m (10 m height)

‐

TDD4)

TDD4)

58 dB"V/m (3 m height)

39 dB"V/m (3 m)

TDD5)

TDD5)

65 dB"V/m (3 m height)

39 dB"V/m (3 m)

Table 6: Summarised field strength limits for the 2.6 GHz band
1)
TDD system operating in the upper frequency band (FDD downlink, 2620 MHz – 2690 MHz)
2)
TDD system operating in the lower frequency band (FDD uplink, 2500 MHz – 2570 MHz)
3)
without synchronization and without coordinated cross‐border fractional frequency re‐use
4)
with synchronization
5)
with coordinated cross‐border fractional frequency re‐use: with preferred sub‐carriers

2.1.6 Different Bandwidth of the Systems
All the field strength limits in Table 6 are related to a reference bandwidth of 5 MHz. If a system is
using a different bandwidth, the field strength limit has to be recalculated in a way that the
interference in the reference bandwidth of 5 MHz is staying constant. This can be done by adding a
bandwidth dependent correction factor to the field strength limit in the reference bandwidth

where
is the bandwidth of the new considered system,
the field strength limit in the
reference bandwidth from Table 6, and
the field strength limit from the considered system
with different bandwidth. If we consider, e.g. the field strength limit at the border in the FDD‐FDD
case of 65 dB"V/m and a system using a bandwidth of 10 MHz the new field strength limit can be
calculated as following

In this case 3 dB are added to the field strength limit in the reference bandwidth.

2.2 Validation of Equal Access Approach
In this section we use the field strength limits summarised in Table 6 together with figures from link
budgets, in order to calculate minimum and maximum distances between the base station and the
border. The achieved distances show that the cell sizes of the network cells are in a reasonable
range. For the calculation of the pathloss we use the well‐established COST‐Hata model, [4]. Since we
assume that the FDD‐FDD case will be the main scenario in the 2.6 GHz band, we focus our
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investigation of cell sizes on this case. Therefore we consider all possible configurations of the two
technologies UMTS/HSPA and LTE‐Advanced. Further we calculate the minimum necessary distances
between base station and the border, when the TDD base station is the interferer and the FDD base
station the victim. For validation of the TDD‐TDD case we refer to [7].

Figure 1: Schematic figure for the interferer‐victim scenario in a cross‐border area

Figure 1 shows a schematic picture of an interferer‐victim scenario in a cross‐border area, describing
the maximum and minimum distances between base stations and the border. On the right side of
Figure 1 the interfering base station B is placed. With a constant transmit power this base station B
has to have a minimum distance from the border, in order to keep the field strength limits at the
border and, if defined, at the secondary line. This means that the interfering base station has to keep
a minimum distance to the border. On the left side of Figure 1 the victim base station A, providing
the wanted signal, is placed. We consider the worst case scenario, where the mobile station position
is at the border. With a fixed transmit power, the base station A has to be placed at a maximum
distance away from the mobile station A at the border, in order to provide enough signal power.

2.2.1 Case FDDFDD
Table 7 shows the minimum distances of the base station from the border, in order to keep the field
strength limits of 65 dB"V/m (at the border) and 39 dB"V/m (at the secondary line, 5 km beyond the
border). The pathloss is calculated with the COST‐Hata model [4] with a base station height of 20 m,
a mobile station height (test point) of 3 m and a frequency of 2.6 GHz. For the calculation of the field
strength from the power we assume an antenna gain at the base station of 0 dBi. Equation (19) in [5]
is used for this calculation. In the following investigations we focus on transmit powers (equivalent
isotropically radiated power (EIRP)) of 40 dBm, 50 dBm, and 60 dBm. For the calculation of the
minimum distance of the interfering base station we consider also a higher transmit power of 70
dBm. Table 7 shows that for a base station transmit power of 70 dBm a distance of 2020 m between
the base station and the border keeps the limit at the border, but exceeds the limit at the secondary
line. Therefore the distance has to be increased until 5500 m, in order to keep also the limit at the
secondary line.
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BS Tx‐Power
(EIRP)

Minimum distance
BS ‐ border

Field strength level at
border

Field strength level at
secondary line (5 km)

40 dBm

310 m

64.6 dB"V/m

19.7 dB"V/m

50 dBm

570 m

65.0 dB"V/m

28.9 dB"V/m

60 dBm

1080 m

64.9 dB"V/m

37.5 dB"V/m

70 dBm

2020 m!

65.0 dB"V/m

45.3 dB"V/m!

70 dBm

5500 m

49.1 dB"V/m

38.9 dB"V/m

Table 7: Minimum distance of the base station from the border, in order to keep the field strength limits

In Figure 2 the field strength level over the distance is plotted for different transmit powers. The
COST‐Hata model is used for the calculation of these curves. If you draw a horizontal line at the field
strength limit (e.g. 65 dB"V/m) you get the minimum distance between base station and the border
at the crossing point with the pathloss curve.

Figure 2: Field strength vs. distance for different transmit powers calculated with the COST‐Hata model

2.2.1.1 UMTS/HSPA‐UMTS/HSPA
For the further calculations, if UMTS/HSPA can cover the area up to the border, we use a realistic link
budget for UMTS/HSPA from [7]. In Table 8 this link budget for the downlink is shown. Important
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figures from this link budget are the modulation scheme QPSK, the coding rate ½, and the resulting
C/I ratio of ‐13.8 dB.

Table 8: Link budget for UMTS/HSPA (source: [7])

If we assume the maximum allowed interference at the border of 65 dB"V/m we get a required
wanted signal field strength of
I + C/I = 65 dB"V/m ‐ 13.8 dB"V/m = 51.2 dB"V/m
for UMTS/HSPA. This field strength is below the limit at the border and therefore it is possible for
UMTS/HSPA to cover the area until the border. In Table 9 the maximum allowed distances between
base station and border, in order to achieve the minimum required signal level, for transmit powers
of 40 dBm, 50 dBm, and 60 dBm are shown.
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BS Tx‐Power
(EIRP)

Maximum distance
BS – border

Field strength level at border

40 dBm

720 m

51.3 dB"V/m

50 dBm

1360 m

51.2 dB"V/m

60 dBm

2560 m

51.2 dB"V/m

Table 9: Maximum distance between victim base station and border, UMTS/HSPA

If we include the Log normal slow fading margin (outdoor) of 5.4 dB for a cell edge probability of 75
% and a cell area probability for outdoor coverage of 89.9 %, [7], we will need a higher receive signal
level. We have to add the fading margin to the already calculated required signal level
51.2 dB"V/m + 5.4 dB = 56.6 dB"V/m.
The maximum distance between the victim base station and the border, in order to achieve this
signal level is listed in Table 10.
BS Tx‐Power
(EIRP)

Maximum distance
BS – border

Field strength level at border

40 dBm

510 m

56.7 dB"V/m

50 dBm

960 m

56.7 dB"V/m

60 dBm

1820 m

56.6 dB"V/m

Table 10: Maximum distance between victim base station and border including a slow fading margin,
UMTS/HSPA

2.2.1.2 LTE‐Advanced – LTE‐Advanced
For the LTE technology we use the link budget for LTE‐Advanced from [8]. We use the example link
budget for an urban micro‐cell deployment scenario (NLOS) as reference, Table 11, column 2. We
modify some figures in this reference scenario, in order to apply this link budget on our considered
configurations, e.g. carrier frequency (2.6 GHz), channel bandwidth (5 MHz), and transmit power. The
new figures can be found in the last column of Table 11.
System configuration
Carrier frequency (GHz)
BS antenna heights (m)
UT antenna heights (m)
Cell area reliability for control channel (%)
Cell area reliability for data channel (%)
Transmission bit rate for control channel (bit/s)
Transmission bit rate for data channel (bit/s)
Target packet error rate for the required SNR in item (s1) for
Target packet error rate for the required SNR in item (s2) for data
Spectral efficiency (bit/s/Hz)
12

Micro cell
2.5
10
1.5
95 %
90 %
42000
1994400
1%
10 %
0.22

New
2.6
20
3
95 %
90 %
42000
1994400
1%
10 %
0.22
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Pathloss model
Mobile speed (km/h)
Feeder loss (dB)
Transmitter
(a) Number of transmit antennas
(b) Maximal transmit power per antenna (dBm)
(c) Total transmit power = function of (a) and (b) (dBm)
(d) Transmitter antenna gain (dBi)
(e) Transmitter array gain (dB)
(f) Control power boosting gain (dB)
(g) Data channel power loss due to pilot/control boosting (dB)
(h) Cable, connector, combiner, body losses, etc. (dB)
(i1) Control channel EIRP = (c) + (d) + (e) + (f) ‐ (h) (dBm)
(i2) Data channel EIRP = (c) + (d) + (e) ‐ (g) ‐ (h) (dBm)
Receiver
(j) Number of receive antennas
(k) Receiver antenna gain (dBi)
(l) Cable, connector, combiner, body losses, etc. (dB)
(m) Receiver noise figure (dB)
(n) Thermal noise density (dBm/Hz)
(o1) Receiver interference density for control channel (dBm/Hz)
(o2) Receiver interference density for data channel (dBm/Hz)
(p1) Total noise plus interference density for control channel =
(p2) Total noise plus interference density for data channel =
(q1) Occupied channel bandwidth for control channel (MHz)
(q2) Occupied channel bandwidth for data channel (MHz)
(r1) Effective noise power for control channel = (p1) + 10lg(q1)
(r2) Effective noise power for data channel = (p2) + 10lg(q2) (dBm)
(s1) Required SNR for control channel (dB)
(s2) Required SNR for data channel (dB)
(t) Receiver implementation margin (dB)
(u1) H‐ARQ gain for control channel (dB)
(u2) H‐ARQ gain for data channel (dB)
(v1) Receiver sensitivity for control channel = (r1) + (s1) + (t) ‐ (u1)
(v2) Receiver sensitivity for data channel = (r2) + (s2) + (t) ‐ (u2)
Further margins and gains
(w) Lognormal shadow fading std deviation (dB)
(x1) Shadow fading margin for control channel (dB)
(x2) Shadow fading margin for data channel (dB)
(y) BS selection/macro‐diversity gain (dB)
(z) Penetration margin (dB)

NLOS
3
2

COST‐Hata
3
2

2
38
41
17
0
0
0
3
55
55

2
23, 33, 43
26, 36, 46
17
0
0
0
3
40, 50, 60
40, 50, 60

2
0
1
7
‐174
‐169.3
‐169.3
‐165
‐165
9
9
‐95
‐95
‐4.2
‐1.7
2
0
0.5
‐98
‐96

2
0
1
7
‐174
‐169.3
‐169.3
‐165
‐165
5
5
‐98
‐98
‐4.2
‐1.7
2
0
0.5
‐100.2
‐97.7

4
3.1
1.3
0
0

4
3.1
1.3
0
0

Table 11: Link budget for LTE‐Advanced (source: [8])

In the following we distinguish between the control channel and the data channel. Further we
calculate the maximum distance between the victim base station and the border without considering
the fading margin and considering the fading margin. For these calculations we use the necessary
SNR for the control channel (‐4.2 dB) and for the data channel (‐1.7 dB) from Table 11 and assume
that the interference has the same statistics as noise. With these SNR values and the maximum
allowed interference at the border we get a necessary receive signal level for the wanted signal of
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I + SNR = 65 dB"V/m – 4.2 dB = 60.8 dB"V/m
for the control channel and
I + SNR = 65 dB"V/m – 1.7 dB = 63.3 dB"V/m
for the data channel. The maximum allowed distances between victim base station and border are
summarised in Table 12 and Table 13.

BS Tx‐Power
(EIRP)

Maximum distance
BS – border

Field strength level at border

40 dBm

390 m

61.0 dB"V/m

50 dBm

740 m

60.8 dB"V/m

60 dBm

1390 m

60.9 dB"V/m

Table 12: Maximum distance between victim base station and border – LTE, control channel (SNR = ‐4.2 dB)

BS Tx‐Power
(EIRP)

Maximum distance
BS – border

Field strength level at border

40 dBm

330 m

63.6 dB"V/m

50 dBm

630 m

63.4 dB"V/m

60 dBm

1190 m

63.3 dB"V/m

Table 13: Maximum distance between victim base station and border – LTE, data channel (SNR = ‐1.7 dB)

If we consider also a fading margin of 3.1 dB for the control channel and 1.3 dB for the data channel
the maximum allowed distances are slightly decreasing. For the control channel we get a necessary
receive signal level of
60.8 dB"V/m + 3.1 dB = 63.9 dB"V/m
and for the data channel
63.3 dB"V/m + 1.3 dB = 64.6 dB"V/m.
Table 14 and Table 15 summarise the maximum allowed distances including a fading margin in the
calculations.
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BS Tx‐Power
(EIRP)

Maximum distance
BS ‐ border

Field strength level at border

40 dBm

320 m

64.1 dB"V/m

50 dBm

600 m

64.2 dB"V/m

60 dBm

1140 m

64.0 dB"V/m

Table 14: Maximum distance between victim base station and border – LTE, control channel (SNR = ‐4.2 dB,
fading margin 3.1 dB)

BS Tx‐Power
(EIRP)

Maximum distance
BS ‐ border

Field strength level at border

40 dBm

310 m

64.6 dB"V/m

50 dBm

580 m

64.7 dB"V/m

60 dBm

1090 m

64.7 dB"V/m

Table 15: Maximum distance between victim base station and border – LTE, data channel (SNR = ‐1.7 dB,
fading margin 1.3 dB)

2.2.1.3 LTE‐Advanced – UMTS/HSPA
In this case the LTE‐Advanced system is interfering the UMTS/HSPA system, i.e. the UMTS/HSPA
system is transmitting the wanted signal. Since we assume the maximum interference from the LTE‐
Advanced system of 65 dB"V/m at the border, we can use the same maximum distances between
border and base station of the UMTS/HSPA system as in the UMTS/HSPA‐UMTS/HSPA case in Sec.
2.2.1.1. The maximum distances are given in Table 9 and Table 10 without and with a slow fading
margin, respectively.

2.2.1.4 UMTS/HSPA – LTE‐Advanced
In this case the UMTS/HSPA system is interfering the LTE‐Advanced system, i.e. the LTE‐Advanced
system is transmitting the wanted signal. Since we assume the maximum interference from the
UMTS/HSPA system of 65 dB"V/m at the border, we can use the same maximum distances between
border and base station of the LTE‐Advanced system as in the LTE‐Advanced – LTE‐Advanced case in
Sec. 2.2.1.2. The maximum distances are given in Table 12 to Table 15 for the control and the data
channel and considering no fading margin and considering a fading margin.

2.2.2 Case TDDFDD
In this case the TDD base station is interfering the FDD system. As mentioned in Sec. 2.1.2 we have to
distinguish between 2 possible cases, depending in which frequency band the TDD system is
operating.
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TDD system in the upper frequency band of the FDD system:
In this case the TDD base station is interfering the FDD mobile station. Therefore the minimum and
maximum distances are comparable with the calculations in Sec. 2.2.1, depending if the UMTS/HSPA
technology or LTE‐Advanced technology is providing the wanted signal.
TDD system in the lower frequency band of the FDD system:
Here the TDD base station is interfering the FDD base station and not the FDD mobile station. For
these calculations we change the height of the base station from 20 m to 30 m. The mobile station
height (test point) and centre frequency are still the same, 3 m and 2.6 GHz, respectively. We limit
our calculation on the minimum distances of the TDD base station and the FDD base station. Table 16
presents the minimum distances for the TDD base station, in order to keep the field strength limit of
30 dB"V/m at the border. Since the field strength limit is much stricter as in the FDD case the
minimum distances are much larger.
BS Tx‐Power
(EIRP)

Minimum distance
BS – border

Field strength level at border

40 dBm

3360 m

30.0 dB"V/m

50 dBm

6450 m

30.0 dB"V/m

60 dBm

12390 m

30.0 dB"V/m

70 dBm

23820 m

30.0 dB"V/m

Table 16: Minimum distance between base station and the border for the TDD system

In Table 17 the minimum distance between the FDD base station and the border, in order to keep the
limits of 65 dB"V/m at the border and 39 dB"V/m at the secondary line, 5 km beyond the border are
shown. Since we consider here a different base station height as in the FDD ‐ FDD case, the
secondary line is limiting the minimum distance already at a transmit power of 60 dBm.
BS Tx‐Power
(EIRP)

Minimum distance
BS – border

Field strength level at
border

Field strength level at
secondary line (5 km)

40 dBm

350 m

64.6 dB"V/m

22.8 dB"V/m

50 dBm

660 m

64.9 dB"V/m

32.0 dB"V/m

60 dBm

1260 m!

65.0 dB"V/m

40.4 dB"V/m!

60 dBm

1880 m

58.8 dB"V/m

39.0 dB"V/m

70 dBm

2420 m!

65.0 dB"V/m

47.8 dB"V/m!

70 dBm

8230 m

46.3 dB"V/m

39.0 dB"V/m

Table 17: Minimum distance between interfering base station and the border for the FDD system
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2.3 Extrapolation of Trigger Values for UMTS with Preferential Codes
at 2.6 GHz
If UMTS systems are operating in all neighbouring countries there is the possibility that the
coordination is based on the preferential codes approach. The field strength limits for this approach
are given in [2] for the frequency band around 2.1 GHz. Based on this limits we extrapolate new field
strength limits for the 2.6 GHz frequency band.

2.3.1 Extrapolation of the Distance of the Secondary Line
The distance of the secondary line is changing for different frequencies. In [3] following equation is
proposed for the calculation of the frequency dependent distance
,
where the frequency has to be inserted in MHz and the distance will be in km. This equation is based
on [9]. For the frequency 2.1 GHz we get a distance of 5.9 km. This rounded value of 6 km is used in
[2]. For the frequency 2.6 GHz we get a distance of 5.3 km. Therefore we recommend a distance of
the secondary line from the border of 5 km for the 2.6 GHz band.

2.3.2 Extrapolation of the Field Strength Limits
In [2] a field strength limit of 65 dB"V/m at the border and 37 dB"V/m at the secondary line, 6 km
beyond the border, for UMTS FDD using preferential codes is defined.
The field strength is linked with the power over the squared frequency. Therefore following
logarithmic behaviour is valid for a field strength limit at a new frequency considering a reference
field strength limit at a given frequency

With the field strength limit of 65 dB"V/m for UMTS 2.1 GHz we get following new limit at the border

At the secondary line we get following new field strength limit based on the limit of 37 dB"V/m for
UMTS 2.1 GHz

Therefore we recommend a field strength limit of
!
!

67 dBmV/m in a height of 3 m at the border and
40 dBmV/m in a height of 3 m at the secondary line, 5 km beyond the border,

for UMTS 2.1 GHz using preferential codes.
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3 Simulations
Complementary to the simple validation of possible cell ranges in Sec. 2.2 we did also simulations
considering LTE networks with many base stations in neighbouring countries. With these simulations
we show the practicability of the field strength limits derived with the equal access approach.
The simulations are done for a realistic scenario in the border area of two neighbouring countries:
Austria (AUT) and Slovakia (SVK). Further simulations are done for the border area of three
neighbouring countries: Austria, Switzerland (SUI), and Germany (D). For these simulations we used
three software tools: Atoll from the company Forsk ( .forsk.com), Capesso and GreenField
Deployment from the company Symena ( .symena.com).

3.1 AustriaSlovakia Simulation Scenario
For the simulation scenario in the border area between Austria and Slovakia we selected an area of
approximately 381 km2. The topographical data that are used for network planning are called Shuttle
Radar Topography Mission (SRTM). In 1995 the requirement for global terrain elevation data was
certified from the United States Department of Defense, [10]. In the year 2000 this requirement
became SRTM. The first interest of the SRTM project was to produce Digital Terrain Elevation Data
(DTEM) for the land area between 50 degrees South and 60 degrees north latitudes, including about
80 % of the Earth. The resolution of the maps we used for simulations is 67 m.

3.1.1 Parameter Definition
In Atoll we defined the parameters for base stations, e.g. antenna radiation pattern, frequency band,
and frequency domain. As propagation model we used the COST‐Hata model, because during the
simulations we saw that this propagation model can be considered as the worst case scenario. We
used sectorized antennas where each of these antennas is horizontal and vertical polarized. The
horizontal antenna pattern diagram for one sector antenna is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Horizontal antenna pattern diagram
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The vertical antenna pattern diagram in polar coordinates is shown in the Figure 4.

Figure 4: Vertical antenna pattern diagram

All three sectors of each base station are located at the same height of 20 m. The angle between the
sectors of each base station depends on the automatic planning of the network.

3.1.2 Automatic Radio Planning
For the automatic radio planning of the network we used following two software tools: Atoll and
Greenfield Deployment. During the automatic radio planning we set that the minimum received
power to be less or equal to ‐95 dBm. The automatic planning is done by choosing the best position
for the base station in the clutter maps, in order to offer the best coverage. The clutter maps contain
the clutter height data in terms of altitudes. Also the mechanical tilt and azimuth are chosen
automatically for each base station sector by Greenfield Deployment in order to achieve maximum
possible coverage. Figure 5 shows the chosen positions for the base station in the Austrian border
area.
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Figure 5: Base stations positions in the Austrian border area

From Figure 5 we can see that 29 base stations are placed in the territory of Austria, in order to
achieve maximum coverage. The red, green and blue arrows at each base station position denote the
sectors of base stations.

3.1.3 Noncompliant Networks
With Noncompliant Networks (NCN) we describe the networks that do not satisfy the field strength
limits at the border and 5 km beyond the border line. The transmit power of all sectors of the base
stations are set to the maximum allowed EIRP value. The maximum allowed EIRP in the
Electromagnetic Compatibility (EC) rules is 65 dBm. In the following we present the simulation results
coverage, carrier‐to‐interference plus noise ratio and capacity. These statistics for the NCN networks
are simulated with the Capesso software.

3.1.3.1 Coverage
The coverage statistics are simulated with the Capesso software. It is assumed that the SVK network
is interfering the AUT network with a level of 100 %. This interference level means that the same
centre frequency and the same bandwidth are used by both networks. Also identical transmit filters
and receive filters are used. Figure 6 shows the coverage map of the noncompliant AUT network
when the noncompliant SVK network is also switched on.
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Figure 6: Coverage map of the AUT network when the SVK network is switched on

The three red arrows denote the sectors of base stations. The colour from red to green denotes the
receive power at the specific point in the map. The red colour is equal to the highest receive power
that is near the base station. The statistics for the AUT network in terms of Cumulative Distribution
Function (CDF) are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: CDF of the coverage for AUT when SVK is on

In order to see the realistic scenario we exported the coverage and the base stations from Atoll to
Google Earth, see Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Coverage and base stations exported from Atoll to Google Earth

The coverage map for the noncompliant AUT network when the noncompliant SVK network is
switched off is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Coverage map of the AUT network when the SVK network is switched off
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From the coverage map shown in Figure 6 and Figure 9 we see that there is no difference if the
noncompliant SVK is switched on or off. The coverage statistics for the noncompliant AUT network
when the noncompliant SVK network is switched off are shown in Figure 11.

Figure 10: CDF of the coverage for AUT when SVK is off

Based on the statistics for coverage of the noncompliant AUT network shown in Figure 7 and Figure
10 we see that the coverage for noncompliant AUT network is the same. About 99.3% of the area has
the transmit power less or equal to ‐96 dBm.

3.1.3.2 Carrier‐to‐Interference plus Noise ratio
The statistics for the Carrier‐to‐Interference plus Noise ratio [C/(I+N)] are simulated by using the
Capesso software. For calculating the C/(I+N) ratio for the AUT network, the interference from the
noncompliant SVK network is considered. In Figure 11 the C/(I+N) map for the noncompliant AUT
network when the noncompliant SVK network is switched on is shown.
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Figure 11: C/(I+N) map for the AUT network when the SVK network is switched on

The C/(I+N) statistics in terms of CDF for the noncompliant AUT network when the noncompliant SVK
network is switched on are shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12: CDF of C/(I+N) for AUT when SVK is on

The C/(I+N) map for the noncompliant AUT network when the noncompliant SVK network is switched
off is shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: C/(I+N) map for the AUT network when the SVK network is switched off

The statistics in terms of the CDF of C/(I+N) for the noncompliant AUT network when the
noncompliant SVK network is switched off are shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14: CDF of C/(I+N) for AUT when SVK is off

From the C/(I+N) maps in Figure 11 and Figure 13 we see that there is an increase in the area for the
noncompliant AUT network when the noncompliant SVK network is switched off. Also from the
statistics in Figure 12 and Figure 14 we see that there is an increase in the percentage of area
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probability for the noncompliant AUT network when the noncompliant SVK network is switched off.
About 58.4 % of the area in the AUT network contains a ratio that is less or equal to +3 dB when the
SVK network is switched off and about 62.5 % of the area in the AUT network contains a ratio that is
less or equal to +3 dB. From this we can conclude that the increase in area probability is 4.1 %.

3.1.3.3 Capacity
The network capacity of the noncompliant AUT network is calculated for the worst case scenario.
Usually in order to calculate the statistics in terms of network capacity we need to have the maps of
population density. In our simulation we did not use such maps, i.e. that the Capesso software, [12],
calculates the capacity by assuming that the network is operating at its maximum load. The capacity
map for the noncompliant AUT network when the noncompliant SVK network is switched on is
shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15: Capacity map for the AUT network when the SVK network is switched on

The statistics for the noncompliant AUT network in terms of capacity when the noncompliant SVK
network is switched on are shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16: CDF of capacity for AUT when SVK is on

The capacity map for the noncompliant AUT network when the noncompliant SVK network is
switched off is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Capacity map for the AUT network when the SVK network is switched off

Then capacity statistics for the noncompliant AUT network when the noncompliant SVK network is
switched off are shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 18: CDF of capacity for AUT when SVK is off

From the statistics in Figure 16 and Figure 18 we see that the capacity for the noncompliant AUT
network is higher when the noncompliant SVK network is switched off. In Figure 16 we can see that
about 53.4 % of the area in the noncompliant AUT network has a capacity less or equal to 3 Mbit/s,
when the noncompliant SVK network is switched on. In Figure 18 we see that an area of 57.0 % in the
noncompliant AUT network has a capacity less or equal to 3 Mbit/s. From these two cases we can
conclude that there is in an increase for 3.6 % in the area probability for the noncompliant AUT
network when the noncompliant SVK network is switched off.

3.1.4 Compliant networks
We use the term Compliant Network (CN) for a network satisfying the field strength limits at the
border line and 5 km beyond the border line. Usually it is important for a network, in order to be
compliant that the sectors of the base stations near the border line to satisfy the field strength limits.
In our simulations we considered all the base stations close to the border line. We used the HCM
Tool ( .hcm‐agreement.eu) in order to check for the maximum allowed EIRP for each sector of the
considered base stations, in order to satisfy the field strength limits. The maximum EIRP power was
set to 65 dBm, although when a higher transmit power would satisfy the field strength limits. For
example for a sector which is in the AUT network near the border, with a sector not radiating directly
into the direction of SVK, a higher value for the EIRP than 65 dBm would be possible. But in our case
we set the EIRP value for this sector to 65 dBm. The transmit power and all other important
parameters like the coordinates of base stations, the azimuth of the sector antennas, the possible
EIRP (dBm) calculated with the HCM tool and the EIRP (dBm) used for the compliant AUT network are
shown in Table 18.
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Table 18: Base station parameters for the compliant AUT network
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Table 19: Base station parameters of the compliant SVK network
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Using the new parameters from Table 18 and Table 19 we repeated the simulations for coverage,
C/(I+N) and capacity for compliant networks.

3.1.4.1 Coverage
The simulations for compliant networks are done in the same way as for noncompliant networks. The
difference is that for compliant networks we used the EIRP settings from Table 18 and Table 19. In
Figure 19 the coverage map for the compliant AUT network when the compliant SVK network is in
switched on is shown.

Figure 19: Coverage map for the AUT network when the SVK network is switched on

The coverage statistics for the compliant AUT network when the compliant SVK network is switched
on are shown Figure 20.
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Figure 20: CDF of coverage for AUT when SVK is on

In Figure 21 the coverage map for the compliant AUT network when the compliant SVK network is
switched off is shown.

Figure 21: Coverage map for the AUT network when the SVK network is switched off

The coverage statistics for the compliant AUT network when the compliant SVK network is switched
off are shown in Figure 22.
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Figure 22: CDF of coverage for AUT when SVK is off

From the coverage maps shown in Figure 19 and Figure 21 we see that the compliant SVK network
has no influence on the compliant AUT network. This result can be seen also from the coverage
statistics shown in Figure 20 and Figure 22. From the coverage statistics we see that an area of 88.5
% has a receive power less or equal to ‐96 dBm.

3.1.4.2 Carrier‐to‐Interference plus Noise Ratio
The C/(I+N) map and statistics for compliant networks are simulated in the same way as for
noncompliant networks. Simulation results in terms of the C/(I+N) map for the compliant AUT
network when the compliant SVK network is switched on are shown in Figure 23.
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Figure 23: C /(I+N) map for the AUT network when the SVK network is switched on

The statistics in terms of C/(I+N) for the compliant AUT network when the complaint SVK network is
switched on are shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24: CDF of C/(I+N) for AUT when SVK is on
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The C/(I+N) map for the complaint AUT network when the compliant SVK network is switched off is
shown in Figure 25.

Figure 25: C /(I+N) map for the AUT network when the SVK network is switched off

The C/(I+N) statistics for the complaint AUT network when the compliant SVK network is switched off
are shown in Figure 26.

Figure 26: C/(I+N) statistics for AUT when SVK is off
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From the C/(I+N) statistics shown in Figure 24 and Figure 26 we see that there is a small difference in
the percentage of area for the compliant AUT network when the compliant SVK network is switched
on or off. In Figure 24 is shown that an area of 54.7 % has a ratio less or equal to +3 dB and in Figure
26 this percentage is a little bit higher, 55.7 %. From this we see that the difference is 1% in the area
probability.

3.1.4.3 Capacity
The capacity of the compliant AUT network when the compliant SVK network is switched on is shown
in Figure 27.

Figure 27: Capacity map for the AUT network when the SVK network is switched on

The simulation results in terms of capacity statistics for the compliant AUT network when the
compliant SVK network is switched on are shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 28: CDF of capacity for AUT when SVK is on

The capacity statistics for the complaint AUT network when the compliant SVK network is switched
off are shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29: Capacity map for the AUT network when the SVK network is switched off

The capacity statistics for the compliant AUT network when the compliant SVK network is switched
off are shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 30: CDF of capacity for AUT when SVK is off

In Figure 28 it is shown that an area of 49.9 % of the compliant AUT network has a capacity less or
equal to 3 Mbit/s. From Figure 30 we see that an area of 50.6 % of the compliant AUT network has a
capacity less or equal to 3 Mbit/s. The difference is 0.7 % of area probability.

3.1.5 Comparison of Compliant and Noncompliant Networks
The performance of a noncompliant network is more influenced by a neighbouring network.
However the performance of a compliant network is not significantly influenced by a neighbouring
compliant network. From Figure 12 and Figure 14 we see that the loss in geographic area on which
the C/(I+N) is less or equal to 3 dB is 4.1 % for noncompliant networks. For compliant networks the
loss in geographic area is only 1 % comparing the results in Figure 24 and Figure 26.
Also the loss in geographic area for capacity of the AUT network is higher for noncompliant networks
than for compliant networks. If we look at Figure 16 and Figure 18 we see that the loss in geographic
area on which the capacity is less or equal to 3 Mbit/s is 3.6 % for noncompliant networks. If we look
at Figure 28 and Figure 30 we see that the loss in geographic area is only 0.7 % for the same capacity
for compliant networks.

3.1.6 Optimization of Compliant Networks
From the simulation results for coverage, shown in Sec. 3.1.3.1 and Sec. 3.1.4.1 we see that there is a
loss in terms of coverage for AUT network when it is compliant compared with the case when it is
noncompliant. The reason is that we have optimized only the mechanical tilt and azimuth during the
automatic radio network planning. We have not re‐optimized these parameters for compliant
networks. In the following we will show the results for the AUT network when it optimized and
compliant. We optimized the mechanical tilt from ‐10° to +10° and the azimuth from ‐40° to +40°.
The optimization is done only for sectors for which we have not changed the EIRP value. The results
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are shown in terms of coverage, C/(I+N) and capacity. The optimization is done by using the Capesso
software.

3.1.6.1 Coverage
The coverage map for the optimized compliant AUT network when the optimized compliant SVK
network is switched on is shown in Figure 31.

Figure 31: Coverage map for the optimized AUT network when the SVK network is switched on

The coverage statistics when the AUT network is optimized are shown in Figure 32.

Figure 32: CDF of Ccoverage for optimized AUT when SVK is on
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From the results shown in Figure 32 we see that there in an increase in coverage of the AUT network,
because of optimization. An area of 89.7 % has a receive power less or equal to ‐96 dBm.

3.1.6.2 Carrier‐to‐Interference plus Noise Ratio
The C/(I+N) map for the optimized compliant AUT network when the optimized compliant SVK
network is switched on is shown in Figure 33.

Figure 33: C/(I+N) map for the optimized AUT network when the SVK network is switched on

The statistics in terms of C/(I+N) for the optimized compliant AUT network when the optimized
compliant SVK network is switched on are shown in Figure 34.
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Figure 34: CDF of C/(I+N) for optimized AUT when SVK is on

Figure 34 shows that there is an increase in the percentage of area probability for C/(I+N). An area of
61.5 % has ratio less or equal to + 3 dB.

3.1.6.3 Capacity
The optimized capacity map for the compliant AUT network when the complaint SVK network is
switched on is shown in Figure 35.

Figure 35: Capacity map for the optimized AUT network when the SVK network is switched on
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The optimized capacity statistics for the compliant AUT network when the compliant SVK network is
switched on are shown in Figure 36.

Figure 36: CDF of C/(I+N) for optimized AUT when SVK is on

From Figure 36 we see that the capacity of the AUT network is increased, because of optimization.
An area of 56.3 % has a capacity less or equal to 3 Mbit/s.

3.1.7 Comparison of Nonoptimized and Optimized Compliant Networks
From the figures in the Sec. 3.1.6.1, Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden. and
3.1.6.3 we see that there is an increase in terms of coverage, C/(I+N) and capacity for the optimized
compliant AUT network when the optimized compliant SVK network is switched on. From the
statistics for coverage shown in Figure 20 for the compliant AUT network we see that 88.3 % of the
area has a receive power less or equal to ‐96 dBm, when the compliant AUT network is not
optimized. When the AUT network is optimized we see from the statistics for coverage shown in
Figure 32 that 89.7 % of the area has a receive power less or equal to ‐96 dBm. There is an increase
of 1.4 % in the area probability because of optimization.
From Figure 24 we see that 54.7 % of the area has a carrier‐to‐interference plus noise ratio less or
equal to +3 dB when the compliant AUT network is not optimized. In Figure 34 we see that 61.5 % of
the area has a ratio less or equal to +3 dB. The increase is 6.8 % in the area probability.
With optimization of compliant network we increase also the capacity. From Figure 28 we see that
49.9 % of the area has the capacity less or equal to 3 Mbit/s. From Figure 36 we see that 56.3 % of
area has the capacity less or equal to 3 Mbit/s. There is an increase of 6.4 % in the area probability
because of optimization of compliant networks.
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3.1.8 Equal Access Compliant Networks
With Equal Access (EA) compliant networks we understand that both networks have the same
capacity in the same bandwidth and in the same terrain. We consider the equal access approach for
two countries: Austria and Slovakia. In the first case the SVK network is interfering the AUT network
with a level of 100 %. In the second case the AUT network is interfering the SVK network with a level
of 100 %. Both networks are using the same transmit and receive filters and both networks are
compliant.

3.1.8.1 Slovakian Network is interfering the Austrian Network
The simulation results for the coverage are given in Sec. 3.1.4.1, for C/(I+N) in Sec. Fehler!
Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden. and for the capacity in Sec. 3.1.4.3. These simulation
results are for the AUT network which is interfered by the SVK network with a level of 100 % and
both networks are compliant networks.

3.1.8.2 Austrian Network is interfering the Slovakian Network
In this section we show the simulation results for the coverage, C/(I+N) and the capacity for the SVK
network when the AUT network is interfering the SVK network with a level of 100 %. Also in this case
both networks are compliant networks.

3.1.8.2.1 Coverage
The coverage map for the compliant SVK network when the AUT network is switched on is shown in
Figure 37.
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Figure 37: Coverage map for the SVK network when the AUT network is switched on

The simulation results for the coverage statistics for the complaint SVK network when the compliant
AUT network is switched on are shown in Figure 38.

Figure 38: CDF of coverage for SVK when AUT is on

Coverage map for the compliant SVK network when the compliant AUT network is switched off is
shown in Figure 39.
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Figure 39: Coverage map for SVK network when AUT network is switched off

The coverage statistics for the compliant SVK network when the compliant AUT network is switched
off are shown in Figure 40.

Figure 40: CDF of coverage for SVK when AUT is off

From the simulation results shown in Figure 38 and Figure 40 we see that the compliant AUT network
has no influence on the coverage of the compliant SVK network. 82.2 % of area has a receive power
less or equal to ‐96 dBm.
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3.1.8.2.2 Carrier‐to‐Interference plus Noise Ratio
The C/(I+N) map for the compliant SVK network when the compliant AUT network is switched on is
shown in Figure 41.

Figure 41: C/(I+N) map for the SVK network when the AUT network is switched on

The statistics result for the compliant SVK when the compliant AUT network is switched on are
shown in Figure 42.

Figure 42: CDF of C/(I+N) for SVK when AUT is on
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The C/(I+N) map for the compliant SVK network when the compliant AUT network is switched off is
shown in Figure 43.

Figure 43: C/(I+N) map for the SVK network when the AUT network is switched off

The statistics in terms of C/(I+N) for the compliant SVK network when the compliant AUT network is
switched off are shown in Figure 44.

Figure 44: CDF of C/(I+N) for SVK when AUT is off
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From the statistic results shown in Figure 42 we see that 51.9 % of the area have a carrier‐to‐
interference plus noise ratio of +3 dB or less in the compliant SVK network when the compliant AUT
network is switched on. From Figure 44 we see that 52.9 % of the area in the compliant SVK network
has a ratio of +3 dB or less. The difference is 1 % in the area probability.

3.1.8.2.3 Capacity
Capacity map for the compliant SVK network when the compliant AUT network is switched on is
shown in Figure 45.

Figure 45: Capacity map for the SVK network when the AUT network is switched on

Simulation results for capacity statistics of the compliant SVK network when the compliant AUT
network is switched on are shown in Figure 46.
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Figure 46: CDF of capacity for SVK when AUT is on

The capacity map for the compliant SVK network when the compliant AUT network is switched off is
shown in Figure 47.

Figure 47: Capacity map for the SVK network when the AUT network is switched off

The capacity statistics for the compliant SVK network when the compliant AUT network is switched
off are shown in Figure 49.
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Figure 48: CDF of capacity for SVK when AUT is off

From the statistical results shown in Figure 46 we see that 47.3 % of the area for the compliant SVK
network has a capacity less or equal to 3 Mbit/s when the compliant AUT network is switched on. In
Figure 48 it is shown that the same capacity is offered in an area of 48.1 % for the compliant SVK
network when the compliant AUT network is switched off.

3.1.8.3 Comparison of Results in Terms of Capacity
From the simulation results shown in Sec. 3.1.8.1 and Sec. 3.1.8.2 we see that both networks have
approximately equal capacity. In Figure 28 it is shown that the area of 49.9 % has a network capacity
less or equal to 3 Mbit/s for the compliant AUT network when the compliant SVK network is switched
on. Also from Figure 46 we see that an area of 47.3 % has the capacity less or equal to 3 Mbit/s for
the compliant SVK network when the compliant AUT network is switched on. The small difference is
because this is an area probability of each individual area.

3.2 Austria, Switzerland, and Germany Simulation Scenario
For the simulation scenario between three countries we selected an area in the border zone of
Austria (AUT), Germany (D), and Switzerland (SUI) with about 340 km2.

3.2.1 Parameter Definition
In Atoll we defined the parameters for base stations, e.g. antenna radiation pattern, frequency band,
and frequency domain. As propagation model we used the COST‐Hata, because during simulation we
have seen that this propagation model can be considered as the worst case scenario. The horizontal
and vertical antenna patterns are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. Each base station contains three
sectors which are located at the same height (20 m).
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3.2.2 Automatic Radio Planning
For the automatic radio planning we used Atoll and Greenfield Deployment as in the AUT‐SVK case.
In Figure 49 the positions of the base stations in Austria are shown.

Figure 49: Base stations positions in the territory of Austria

3.2.3 Noncompliant Networks
As defined in Sec. 3.1.3 we understand under noncompliant networks, networks that do not satisfy
the field strength limits. As transmit power the maximum allowed EIRP of 65 dBm is used for all
sectors of the base stations. Each sector has a radius of 2 km. The simulations are done for coverage,
carrier‐to‐interference ratio and capacity. For simulations of the statistics the Capesso software is
used. The LTE bandwidth of 5 MHz is used. We assume that SUI and D are interfering AUT at level of
100 %. Identical transmit and receive filters are used in all three networks.

3.2.3.1 Coverage
In Figure 50 the coverage map for the noncompliant AUT network when the noncompliant networks
of SUI and D are switched on is shown.
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Figure 50: Coverage map for the AUT network when the SUI and D networks are switched on

The coverage statistics of the noncompliant AUT network when the noncompliant SUI and D
networks are switched on are shown in Figure 51.

Figure 51: CDF of coverage for AUT when SUI and D are on

From the coverage statistics shown in Figure 49 we see that about 99.5 % of the area has a received
power less or equal to ‐96 dBm. The coverage map for the noncompliant AUT network when the
noncompliant SUI and D networks are switched off is shown in Figure 52.
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Figure 52: Coverage map for the AUT network when the SUI and D networks are switched off

Coverage statistics for the noncompliant AUT network when the noncompliant SUI and D network
are switched off are shown in Figure 53.

Figure 53: CDF of coverage for AUT when SUI and D are off

From the simulation results for the coverage statistics shown in Figure 51 and Figure 53 we see that
the noncompliant SUI and D networks have no any influence on the coverage of the noncompliant
AUT network.
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3.2.3.2 Carrier‐to‐Interference plus Noise Ratio
The C/(I+N) map for the noncompliant AUT network when the noncompliant SUI and D networks are
switched on is shown in Figure 54.

Figure 54: C/(I+N) map for the AUT network when the SUI and D networks are switched on

The statistics for the noncompliant AUT network in terms of C/(I+N) when the noncompliant SUI and
D networks are switched on are shown in Figure 55.

Figure 55: CDF of C/(I+N) for AUT when SUI and D are on
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The C/(I+N) map for the noncompliant AUT network when the noncompliant SUI and D networks are
switched off is shown in Figure 56.

Figure 56: C/(I+N) map for the AUT network when the SUI and D networks are switched off

The C/(I+N) statistics for the noncompliant AUT network when the noncompliant SUI and D networks
are switched off are shown in Figure 57.

Figure 57: CDF of C/(I+N) for AUT when SUI and D are off
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From the statistics for the noncompliant AUT network in Figure 55 we see that 59.8 % of the area has
a ratio less or equal to +3 dB when the noncompliant SUI and D networks are switched on. In Figure
57 we see that a area of 65.1 % has a ratio less or equal to +3 dB. From these results we conclude
that there is an increase of 5.3 % in the area probability for the noncompliant AUT network when the
noncompliant SUI and D networks are switched off.

3.2.3.3 Capacity
The capacity map of the noncompliant AUT network when the noncompliant SUI and D networks are
switched on is shown in Figure 58.

Figure 58: Capacity map for the AUT network when the SUI and D networks are switched on

The capacity statistics for the noncompliant AUT network when the noncompliant SUI and D
networks are switched on are shown in Figure 59.
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Figure 59: CDF of capacity for AUT when SUI and D are on

The capacity map for the noncompliant AUT network when the noncompliant SUI and D networks
are switched off is shown in Figure 60.

Figure 60: Capacity map for the AUT network when the SUI and D networks are switched off

The capacity statistics for the noncompliant AUT network when the noncompliant SUI and D
networks are switched off are shown in Figure 61.
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Figure 61: Capacity statistics for AUT when SUI and D are off

From Figure 59 we see that an area of 54.8 % has a capacity less or equal to 3 Mbit/s. Compared with
the results for capacity statistics shown in Fig. 59 we see that there is an increase of 5 % in the area
probability for the noncompliant AUT network when the noncompliant SUI and D networks are
switched off.

3.2.4 Compliant Networks
As defined in Sec. 3.1.4 we define compliant networks, as network that satisfy the field strength
limits at the border and at the secondary line. The HCM tool is used, in order to get the allowed
transmit powers of the base stations, satisfying the limits. In Table 20 the parameters for the base
stations in Austria are shown. These base stations are placed in the AUT network and are compliant
to the D network.
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Table 20: Parameter settings for the AUT network compliant to D network

In Table 20 ‐ Table 23 we can see all important parameters that we need for the simulations, e.g.
azimuth direction, coordinates, and transmit powers.
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Table 21: Parameter settings for the D network compliant to the AUT network
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Table 22: Parameter settings for the AUT network compliant to the SUI network
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Table 23: Parameter settings for the SUI network compliant to the AUT network
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By using these new parameters for the compliant networks we did the simulations for coverage,
C/(I+N) and capacity.

3.2.4.1 Coverage
The coverage map for the compliant AUT network when the SUI and D compliant networks are
switched on is shown in Figure 62.

Figure 62: Coverage map for the AUT network when the SUI and D networks are switched on

The coverage statistics for the compliant AUT network when the compliant SUI and D networks are
switched on are shown in Figure 63.
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Figure 63: CDF of coverage for AUT when SUI and D are on

The coverage map for the compliant AUT network when the compliant SUI and D networks are
switched off is shown in Figure 64.

Figure 64: Coverage map for the AUT network when the SUI and D networks are switched off

The coverage statistics for the AUT network when the SUI and D networks are switched off are
shown in Figure 65.
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Figure 65: CDF of coverage statistics for AUT when SUI and D are off

From the coverage statistics for the compliant AUT network shown in Figure 63 and Figure 65 we see
that the compliant SUI and D networks have no influence on the compliant AUT network. An area of
89.9 % has the receive power less or equal to ‐96 dBm.

3.2.4.2 Carrier‐to‐Interference plus Noise Ratio
C/(I+N) map for the compliant AUT network when the compliant SUI and D networks are switched on
is shown in Figure 66.

Figure 66: C/(I+N) map for the AUT network when the SUI and D networks are switched on
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The C/(I+N) statistics for the compliant AUT network when the compliant SUI and D networks are
switched on is shown in Figure 67.

Figure 67: CDF of C/(I+N) for AUT when SUI and D are on

From the statistics shown in Figure 67 for the compliant AUT network we see that the probability
area of 54.9 % has a ratio less or equal to +3 dB. The C/(I+N) map for the compliant AUT network
when the compliant SUI and D networks are switched off is shown in Figure 68.

Figure 68: C/(I+N) map for the AUT network when the SUI and D networks are switched off
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The graphical results in terms of C/(I+N) statistics for the compliant AUT network when the compliant
SUI and D networks are switched off is shown in Figure 69.

Figure 69: CDF of C/(I+N) for AUT when SUI and D are off

From the statistical results for C/(I+N) shown in Figure 69 we see that a area of 57.1 % has a ratio less
or equal to +3 dB. From this result compared with the result shown in Figure 67 we conclude that
there is an increase for 2.2 % in the area probability.

3.2.4.3 Capacity
Capacity map for the compliant AUT network when the compliant SUI and D networks are switched
on are shown in Figure 70.
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Figure 70: Capacity map for the AUT network when the SUI and D networks are switched on

Capacity statistics for the compliant AUT network when the compliant SUI and D network are
switched on are shown in Figure 71.

Figure 71: CDF of Capacity for AUT when SUI and D are on

From the results shown in Figure 71 we see that a area of 50.0 % has a capacity less or equal to 3
Mbit/s. The capacity map for the compliant AUT network when the compliant SUI and D networks
are switched off is shown in Figure 72.
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Figure 72: Capacity map for the AUT network when the SUI and D networks are switched off

The capacity statistics for the compliant AUT network when the compliant SUI and D networks are
switched off are shown in Figure 73.

Figure 73: CDF of capacity for AUT when SUI and D are off

From Figure 73 we see that an area of 51.9 % in the compliant AUT network has the capacity less or
equal to 3 Mbit/s when the compliant SUI and D networks are switched off.
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3.2.5 Comparison of Compliant and Noncompliant Networks
The performance of a noncompliant network is more influenced by an neighbouring network.
However the performance of a compliant network is not significantly influenced by a neighbouring
compliant network. Based on the results shown in Figure 55 and Figure 57 we see that the loss in
geographic area on which the C/(I+N) is less or equal to 3 dB is 5.3 % for noncompliant networks. For
compliant networks the loss in geographic area is 2.2 % based on the difference in area probability
between capacity statistics from Figure 67 and Figure 69.
Also the loss in geographic area for capacity of the AUT network is higher for noncompliant networks
than for compliant networks. If we look at Figure 59 and Figure 61 we see that the loss in geographic
area on which the capacity is less or equal to 3 Mbit/s is 5 % for noncompliant networks, but looking
on Figure 71 and Figure 73 we see that the loss in geographic area is 1.9 % for the same capacity.

3.2.6 Optimization of Compliant Networks
From simulation results for coverage shown in Sec. 3.2.3.1 and Sec. 3.2.4.1 we see that there is a loss
in terms of coverage for compliant AUT network compared with the case when it is a noncompliant
network. The reason is that we have optimized only the mechanical tilt and azimuth during the
automatic radio network planning. We have not re‐optimized these parameters later for compliant
networks. In the following we will show the results for compliant AUT network when it is optimized.
We have optimized the mechanical tilt from ‐10° to +10° and the azimuth from ‐40° to +40°. The
optimization is done only for sectors for which we have not changed the EIRP value. The results are
shown in terms of coverage, C/(I+N) and capacity. The optimization is done by using the Capesso
software. The optimization for compliant network is done only when the compliant SUI and D
networks are switched on.

3.2.6.1 Coverage
Coverage map for the optimized and compliant AUT network when the optimized and compliant SUI
and D networks are switched on is shown in Figure 74.
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Figure 74: Optimized Coverage map for the AUT network when the SUI and D networks are switched on

The coverage statistics for the optimized compliant AUT network when the optimized and compliant
SUI and D networks are switched on are shown in Figure 75.

Figure 75: CDF of coverage statistics for optimized AUT when SUI and D are on

From the coverage statistics shown in Figure 75 we see that 92.5 % of the optimized compliant AUT
network has the received power less or equal to – 96 dBm.
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3.2.6.2 Carrier‐to‐Interference plus Noise Ratio
The C/(I+N) map for the optimized and compliant AUT network when the optimized and compliant
SUI and D networks are switched on is shown in Figure 76.

Figure 76: C/(I+N) map for the optimized AUT network when the SUI and D networks are switched on

The coverage statistics for the optimized compliant AUT network when the optimized and compliant
SUI and D networks are switched on are shown in Figure 77.

Figure 77: CDF of C/(I+N) for optimized AUT when SUI and D are on
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From the C/(I+N) statistics shown in Figure 77 we see that an area probability of 59.9 % has a ratio
less or equal to +3 dB.

3.2.6.3 Capacity
Capacity map for the optimized and compliant AUT network when the optimized and compliant SUI
and D networks are switched on is shown in Figure 78.

Figure 78: Capacity map for the optimized AUT network when the SUI and D networks are switched on

The coverage statistics for the optimized compliant AUT network when the optimized and compliant
SUI and D networks are switched on are shown in Figure 79.
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Figure 79: Capacity statistics for optimized AUT when SUI and D are on

From the capacity statistics shown in Figure 79 we see that an area probability of 54.6 % has a
capacity less or equal to 3 Mbit/s.

3.2.7 Comparison of Nonoptimized and Optimized Compliant Networks
From the figures shown in Sec. 3.2.6.1, Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden. and
3.2.6.3 we see that there is an increase in terms of coverage, C/(I+N) and capacity for optimized
compliant AUT network when the optimized compliant SUI and D networks are switched on. This is
because of optimization of these compliant networks. From the statistics for the coverage shown in
Figure 63 for compliant AUT network we see that about 89.9 % of the area have a coverage less or
equal to ‐96 dBm when the compliant AUT network is not optimized. When the compliant AUT
network is optimized, we see from Figure 75 that 92.5 % of the area have a coverage less or equal to
‐96 dBm. There is an increase of 2.6 % in the area probability because of optimization.
From Figure 67 we see that 54.9 % of the area has a carrier‐to‐interference plus noise ratio less or
equal to +3 dB when the AUT network is compliant and not optimized. In Figure 77 we see that 59.9
% of the area have a ratio less or equal to +3 dB. The increase is 5 % in the area probability.
With optimization of the compliant network we increase also the capacity. From Figure 71 we see
that 50 % of the area have a capacity less or equal to 3 Mbit/s. But in Figure 79 we see that about
54.6 % of area have a capacity less or equal to 3 Mbit/s. So there is an increase of 4.6 % in the area
probability because of optimization of compliant networks.
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5 Abbreviations
AUT
BS
CDF
CN
COST
D
DTEM
EC
EIRP
FDD
HCM
HSPA
IMT
LTE
NCN
NLOS
OFDMA
SNR
SRTM
SUI
SVK
TDD
UMTS
UT
WiMAX

Austria
base station
cumulative distribution function
compliant network
European cooperation in science and technology
Germany
digital terrain elevation data
electromagnetic compatibility
equivalent isotropically radiated power
frequency‐division duplex
harmonised calculation method
high speed packet access
international mobile telecommunications
long term evolution
noncompliant networks
non line of sight
orthogonal frequency‐division multiple access
signal to noise ratio
shuttle radar topography mission
Switzerland
Slovakia
time‐division duplex
universal mobile telecommunications system
UT
worldwide interoperability for microwave access
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